
BANDAsteel
collaborative furniture for library, education and learning spaces





SYSTEMSTHINKING
FOR SOCIAL SPACES

Interior architecture creates the context to 
engage people with each other, their work, 
and their lives. BANDA. An insightful 
collection of modern furniture with the same 
philosophy – not surprising, since it was 
designed by Swiss architect Daniel Korb. 

A simple, but not simplistic, application of 
systems thinking for social spaces.
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BANDASTEEL
LOUNGE

Three scalable framesets incorporate smart 
elements to provide virtually unlimited 
options for modular seating, tables, and 
space division. 

Freeform planning and simple specification 
means a bench for three becomes lounge 
seating for two with a shared table.

BANDAsteel Frame Connector

Multiple BANDAsteel frames can connect for flexible 
layouts.
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SINGLE SEAT 
STARTING POINT

ADD MODULAR 
ELEMENTS

SET SEAT 
CONSTRAINTS

FINALISE SEAT 
APPLICATIONS
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Truely flexible seating for multple 
environment applications.

BANDASTEEL
ENVIRONMENT

BANDAsteel lounge replaces the mass of 
conventional lounge furniture with an open 
steel frame that creates accessible, fluid 
spaces. Instead of a limited range of 
pre-planned models, BANDA works like a 
chassis: Seating and table surfaces ‘fill’ the 
frame, armrests and backrests ‘plug in’, 
lighting and power/data management 
‘connect’.
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BANDAsteel Lounge can be used in various cafe and breakout settings utilising the flexible benching platform.

BANDASTEEL
BREAKOUT & CAFE

The classic design language integrates into 
customer waiting areas, public spaces, 
healthcare facilities, and touch-down or open 
lounge spaces in the workplace – or even a 
compact couch for a quick nap.

The addition of xchange seated cafe or diner 
tables and 3rd party chairs creates the 
perfect seating landscape for breakout and 
cafe spaces whether in commercial or office 
environments.
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BANDA coffee and seated tables shown with seating in various settings.

BANDASTEEL
TABLES

Simple frame-based tables integrate with 
BANDAsteel lounge and BANDAsteel 
meeting to provide a cohesive, harmonized 
look throughout an entire facility. 

410mm and 740mm heights in multiple sizes 
bring the classic banda aesthetic to dining 
tables, coffee tables, end tables, meeting 
tables, team tables, and even casual desking.
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BANDA High Table 
- H1050mm with 
18mm Table Top.

BANDA High Table - 
H1050mm with 18mm 
Table Top & 200mm 
Storage Shelf with the 
option for integrated
Power and Data.

BANDA Stool for 
High Table settings 
with 18mm Seat 
Insert or 
Upholstered Seat 
Cushion.

BANDASTEEL
HIGH TABLE

A high table is also available at a standing 
height of 1050mm with an choice to have 
a fixed undershelf designed for spersonal 
storage of laptops, reading material or bags. 
The undershelf also has the option of 
integrating power/data to turn the BANDA 
high table into a complete touchdown work 
space.

With the addition of BANDA stools in a finish 
to match table or with the optional having 
the seat cushion upholstered for extra 
comfort. The BANDA high table is suitable for 
many different environments from 
commercial office collaboration to breakout, 
cafe/diner spaces.  
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BANDASTEEL
STATEMENT OF LINE

W1800 x D900mm
rectangular table

W1200 x D1200mm
square table

W1500 x D1500mm
square table

W2000 x D1000mm
rectangular table

W1600 x D1600mm
square table

W1800 x D1800mm
square table

W2400 x D1200mm
rectangular table

W1800 x D750mm
rectangular high table
with optional shelf

W600 x D600mm
coffee table

W1200 x D600mm
coffee table

W1800 x D600mm
coffee table

TABLE SPECIFICATIONS

W1800 x D750mm
rectangular high table

Coffee Table H410mm Seated Table H740mm Seated Table H740mm

High Table H1050mm
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W600 x D600mm
single frame with
seat cushion

W1200 x D600mm
2seat frame with
seat cushions only

W1800 x D600mm
3seat frame with
seat cushions only

W600 x D600mm
single frame with
table top

W1200 x D600mm
2seat frame with
seat cushion & 
table top

W1800 x D600mm
3seat frame with
seat cushions & 
table top

modular W600mm 
backrest cushion

modular arm rest

SEATING SPECIFICATIONS

Single Seat Width Double 2-Seat Width Triple 3-Seat Width

Modular Seat Elements

W600 x D600mm
single frame only

W1200 x D600mm
2seat frame only

W1800 x D600mm
3seat frame only

modular W600mm
seat cushion

insert table top

W400 x D400mm
single frame with
seat cushion

W400 x D400mm
single frame with
seat insert

Single Stool Width

W400 x D400mm
single frame only

modular W400mm
seat insert or 
upholstered cushion

Modular Stool Elements
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XCHANGE
www.xchangedesign.com.au

Australia
xchange design Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 44
St Ives NSW 2075
Australia
contact@xchangedesign.com.au 

Switzerland
xchange design GmbH
Schartenstrasse 3
CH-5400 Baden
Switzerland
contact@xchangedesign.ch

RAECO
www.raeco.com.au

Head Office
CEI Pty Ltd trading as Raeco
75 Rushdale Street
Knoxfield VIC 3180
Australia
support@raeco.com.au 
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www.raeco.com.au

xchange by raeco

www.xchangedesign.com.au

WE DESIGN, 
MANUFACTURE

& DELIVER
LIBRARY,

EDUCATION
& LEARNING

SPACES

A DESIGN AND MARKETING COLLABORATION


